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some businesses are free of explicit ethical standards. their managers may have ethical standards to live up to, but there are no guidelines or procedures. an example is companies that trade a product and supply the product with no warranty. the product could be extremely useful, and even important for the survival of the
business. however, there are many shortcomings to this business model. the defects could not be covered by a warranty. even if the product sold were perfect, what are the customer warranties that the products bought from the business will not malfunction? this type of business cannot be ethical. the purpose of a book of

ethics is to educate and guide the people. a book of ethics is not a law book; it is based on ethical values that guide people. a book of ethics does not tell people what they can do. it describes the standards they have to follow while they are engaging in ethical business practices. in the light of the above findings, the office of the
attorney general issued a legal opinion recommending that the authority would be in breach of its statutory duties, liabilities and obligations if it paid to publish any comment that contains any breach of the statutory prohibition on the use of aliases, false names and false descriptions. in the light of that legal advice, ms latham
referred the authority to the united kingdom, who issued a legal opinion concluding that the authority was not in breach of its statutory duties, liabilities and obligations in publishing the reports. the factors that influence the remuneration of a role are discussed in detail. the other tasks performed by the role affect the level of

skill required for the role, the amount of supervision required, and the amount of time required to perform the task. the range of responsibilities is also a key factor in determining the appropriate remuneration of the role.
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